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Chapter 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Cell migration is essential in many physiological processes including embryonic
development, immune surveillance and tissue repair, but can, in dysregulated form,
tumor cells may acquire the capability to move away from their original location
into neighboring tissues and hereby escape the oxygen- and nutrient-deprived
membrane to reach adjacent tissues while cancers of non-epithelial origin,
such as gliomas or mesenchymal sarcomas, already develop within, and invade,
as collagen-rich interstitial or muscle tissue, is a dynamic process. Moving cells
are confronted with heterogeneous microenvironments of variable density that
of its own physical architecture which depends on geometrical determinants such

lymphogenic intravasation and dissemination in invaded tissues and subsequent
extravasation, survival and outgrowth at distant locations could eventually lead
invasion as one of the cancer hallmarks, it is of importance to understand the
tissue-structural principles underlying the cancer cells’ ability to locomote in

The complexity of tissues in vivo is represented by the presence of structural
interstitial tissues, or cell- and basement membrane-rich muscle tissue. Typical
tissue dimensions encountered by moving cells vary from thin one-dimensional

mesenchymal or amoeboid for single cells in the absence of cell-cell contacts or as

These cells migrate in an elongated force-generating fashion and a number of basic

cytoskeleton and the microenvironment by adhesive structures, linking these two
components resulting in combined actomyosin contraction and integrin-mediated
pulling on the substrate, called mechanocoupling. Adhesion, contractility, and
tissue proteolysis are therefore considered as potential targets to interfere with
migration mode is performed by immune cells and some cancer cell types, and is
characterized by a round or ellipsoid cell shape. This migration type requires actin-

requirements in discontinuous matrices are integrin-mediated adhesion, contraction of the
actomyosin network and proteolytic activity directed against interstitial tissue components.
matrices.
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mediated protrusion and high contractility, but only facultative integrin-mediated

strands. Collective migration is generally mediated by remaining expression of
and interconvertible via a process called plasticity. Cells can switch between
upon perturbation of indicated molecules such as actin dynamics and contraction,

In addition to intracellular determinants, properties of invaded tissue, including
molecular composition, geometry, such as tracks, clefts or networks, availability
of space and dimensionality, guide migration and invasion, and hereby determine

adhesion strength and resulting downstream intracellular signaling cascades

physically guide migration and hereby lead cells through spaces of least resistance

space, but in the presence of matrix proteolysis, single cells are jammed and

to both intracellular molecular status and microenvironmental properties and
thereby might utilize alternative migration strategies.

General introduction

Aim and outline of this thesis
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geometry. Consequently, inhibition of one or two of these mechanochemical
determinants is expected to cause switch behaviors, with transition to alternative
migration strategies, with outcomes dependent on guidance cues present in the
environment. To investigate this, three novel in vitro assays all containing complex
in-vivo-inspired tissue geometries were developed and characterized.
Section I (Chapters 2 and 3)
addresses mechanisms of cancer cell invasion in collagen-based interstitial tissue
while Section II (Chapters 4 and 5) describes tumor migration in muscle tissue.
In Chapter 2, the invasion of melanoma cells in response to proteolytic tissue
resulting cleft-like guidance cues is investigated.
Chapter 3 resolves the role of contractility-mediated nuclear deformation in
microtracks of varying diameters.
Chapter 4 reviews biochemical, geometrical and mechanical cues of smooth and
skeletal muscle tissues and their relevance for guided invasion of cancer cells.
Chapter
5, where the role of actomyosin-mediated contractility and integrin-mediated
substrate adhesion in a guiding muscle-like environment is established.
The main results of this thesis are discussed and summarized in Chapters 6, 7
and 8.
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geometry determines optimal cancer cell migration strategy and modulates response

SECTION I
Interstitial tissue invasion

Chapter 2
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Chapter 2

Metastatic tumor cell invasion into interstitial tissue is a mechanochemical process
that responds to tissue cues and further involves proteolytic remodeling of the
tissue remodeling cooperate and determine decision-making of invading tumor
here developed a collagen-based invasion assay containing a guiding interface
and examined the invasion of melanoma cells from multicellular spheroids in
culture, two invasion niches developed, (i) sheet-like collective migration along the

migration along a high-density collagen interface was increased compared to
the low-density matrix assay. In silico analysis predicted that facilitated interface
migration in high-density matrix depended on physical guidance without collagen
degradation, whereas migration into randomly organized matrix was strongly

into random matrix in dependence of density, whereas interface-guided migration

independent cancer cell invasion.

Extracellular matrix guidance determines cancer cell patterning

Introduction
are rich of extracellular matrix components, with collagen forming predominant
supportive architectures. Due to their variety in composition and function, interstitial

tissue architectures form topologies that contain narrow cleft-like interfaces and
tunnels of linear geometry of often hundreds or thousands of micrometer length

structures that, in the context of cell migration, contain both barriers as well as
therefore function as both an inhibitor or promotor of cell locomotion.
Cell migration is essential for many physiological processes including immune
response, tissue remodeling and wound healing, but also contributes to pathology
such as during cancer invasion and metastasis, including melanoma progression

with their expression being upregulated upon progression in many tumors
employ pericellular proteolysis during migration to overcome resistance imposed

process results in the formation of collective cell strands surrounded by dense
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partly overcoming matrix resistance and enhancing cell invasion into dense

structure.
Track-like tunnels and clefts in vivo and in vitro provide linear cues to migrating cells

pattern, consequently forming a collective migration phenotype independent on

guidance cues and the ability to proteolytically degrade it, is yet largely unknown.

independent migration routes, we here developed a collagen-based in vitro assay

model, we monitored the relevance of tumor cell mediated collagenolysis on cell

in an otherwise migration-prohibitive environment.

Material and methods
Antibodies and inhibitors
,

short

Extracellular matrix guidance determines cancer cell patterning

Cell culture and spheroid generation
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Invitrogen) and multicellular spheroids were generated according to the hanging

aggregation. Spheroids were washed and resuspended in medium.

3D spheroid collagen-collagen interface culture

second collagen droplet added on top and polymerized, and covered with medium.

microscope. Cross-sectioning occurred from one side of the spheroid and was
repeated until the spheroid core was cut in the middle and the resulting lattice

Chapter 2

Microscopy

and then sputtered with gold

Image analysis

contrast and brightness, and displayed in virtual colors, from which readouts for
guided migration (migration area, cell number, maximally migrated distance) and

thresholding of the cell-populated area using the Triangle method, followed by

cells in the interface. After the spheroid center was manually excluded, particle

Extracellular matrix guidance determines cancer cell patterning

after manual cross-sectioning were used. The number of cells present within each

2
and the imaging penetration depth was smaller than the non-guided migration
were imaged, using the penetration depth, non-guided migration depth and
Consequently, the total number of non-guided cells was corrected with a factor

signal was calculated as mean gray signal from cell-populated areas and divided

In silico model
developed an in silico cellular automaton. The detailed mathematical procedures,

m
by a deterministic process depending on the local, spatial microenvironment

Chapter 2

which was implemented by a linearly decreasing relation between outward
migration rate and cell density in the neighboring voxels. Cells are also hindered

regions (contact guidance). This complex relation between cell migration and the

To replicate the experimentally observed relative and absolute cell numbers in the
interface for the high- and low-density collagen, we performed broad parameter
scans varying through all possible combinations of critical density factor, random

Collagen
concentration
2 mg/ml
6 mg/ml

Statistics

Interface
density

Random 3D ECM Degradation
density
constant

Critical
density
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Results
Induction of dominant cell emigration into the guiding
extracellular matrix interface
To obtain a collagen-based substrate that consists of both a porous and a guiding
component, we developed an in vitro

melanoma spheroids were embedded between the two high-density gel layers

network for spheroid culture was developed.

to the beginning of the experiment, while the size of the core did not increase
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like part of the interface, while emigration into the random matrix both above and
below the spheroid center was present in collective strand-like patterns, though
to the lower collagen compartment, while we observed a similar decrease in cell
patterning from the rim of the spheroid core in a non-linear, non-logarithmic
density collagen layer between the spheroid core and the lower random lattice
reduced the number of cells entering into the matrix, but once access was gained,
related correction factor (see Image analysis paragraph in the Methods section),

Taken all cells together that left the tumor spheroid, the interface, as compared to

interface in a high-density matrix environment supported prominent migration
both in terms of numbers and distance.

guidance
To dissect how collagen density and guidance patterns impact decision making
ml) interface model. In addition, as a reference for constitutive collagenase-

2

Figure 1. Emigration of MV3 melanoma cells from spheroids into the high density 3D
interface model. The collagen-collagen interface model
, with embedded spheroids
culture.
Cartoon depicting model generation at the beginning
of the experiment.
Depiction of the collagen-collagen interface (arrowheads) consisting
embedding.

. xz-side view.
Cartoon depicting spheroid
Spheroid morphology directly after collagen polymerization. Cells and

Schematics of emigration into
the interface (green) seen from the top.
Cell emigration into the interface. Dotted circle,
outline of the original spheroid core (see D).
Schematics
depicting the manual cross-section method and resulting side view of interface-guided cell
spheroid core (red).
Cell emigration from spheroid into the interface (green arrowheads),
and into the lower (dark blue arrowheads) and upper (light blue arrowheads) random
located in the upper and lower random collagen lattices as a function of migrated distance
the graph depict the number of cells that were located at the indicated distance from the
spheroid. Right, distribution of cells into the lower and upper collagen compartment. Data
Solid line, median,

emigration into the low-density interface was reduced compared to the highdensity formed interface with regard to area, cell number and maximum locomoted

culture.
the zones for the zoom-ins at the right column.

indicate single cells.

distribution and

total numbers of non-

number (into interface and random collagen) of migrated cells per spheroid. Data represent
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topology
for guidance within a high-density matrix, we applied an in silico cellular automaton

Like in the in vitro experiments, the interfaces allowed for migration further
spheroid shape also observed in vitro

int

int

precise interface for the low-density condition was obtained, consistent with the

of migration along the guiding interface, the interface density was kept constant,
percentage of cells migrating along the interface of all emigrating cells increased
in vitro results and

together, the cellular automata model allowed us to predict that cell migration
along the interface was favored with increasing surrounding matrix density and
decreasing proteolytic activity. In particular, the model predicted that without
collagenolysis, migration along the interface between high-density collagen would
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Figure 3. In silico
Development
and application
along a low density interface. (

of an in silico model predicting tumor cell invasion
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Non-proteolytic migration is enabled by extracellular matrix
guidance
of high density, but not along the interface, when collagenolysis was inhibited,

cells invading along the interface between high-density matrices extensively

migration was decreased for both low and high matrix density by approximately

low-density matrix occurred predominantly as collective strands with longer

cleft bordered by high-density compared to low-density matrix was observed
marginally decreased along the cleft bordered by high-density collagen compared
matrix contained more emigrated cells, but the collective strands had a shorter

density random collagen, cytoplasmic protrusions reached out of the core into

by occasional strand-like cell patterns that also included cell nuclei
in vitro

in silico

density tissue would be less inhibited compared to low-density matrix, and even

from the spheroid shifted completely towards interface-guided migration in
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collagen.

Cell emigration
Area bordered by white line in top images

Interface-mediated versus non-guided migration in the absence or presence of
emigrated cells per spheroid.

Total numbers of interface-guided cells plotted against nonData from
bars depicted with “M” were derived from in silico cellular automata-based model. In vitro data
Solid line, median,

Bars and squares,
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of the guiding interface. Non-proteolytic migration in random matrices without
guiding cues was impeded with increasing matrix density, in accordance to the

Discussion
in vitro spheroid invasion assay consisting of two layers

In vitro and in
silico data show that the presence of a low-density area surrounded by restrictive

In vivo, tumor invasion is guided by cleft-like spaces with cross-sections ranging
between larger structures such as blood vessels, nerves
In vitro, we probed the lower range of this
parameter space by modulating restrictive pore sizes in relation to the cross-section

density assay compared to the low-density assay, the high-density interface was

In addition to the area of increased porosity, the cleft was bordered by a rim of
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collective migration along the interface was observed, either as a high cell density
sheet or as thin collective strands harboring a lower number of cells, respectively,

polarization and induction of the actin-myosin network alignment in the direction
increase integrin clustering, polarization of the cytoskeleton mechanotransduction,

of interface together with the predictions by the cellular automata model jointly
support the strong cell guidance along the interface bordered by high-density
compared to the low-density matrix.

Role of collagenolysis in matrix invasion
partial breakdown of surrounding matrix, creates as much space as necessary to

matrix determines the amount of collagenolysis to occur by a “digest-on-demand”
in silico model. Cancer cells with

pore sizes below the deformation ability of the nucleus is delayed or even abrogated

between high-density matrix persisted in the absence of collagenolysis, and enabled

patterning without matrix degradation.

Extracellular matrix guidance determines cancer cell patterning

Implications
Locomotion into clefts in vivo may persist in the absence of collagenolysis and
invasion into cleft-like matrix structures may thus not be responsive to protease
inhibitor therapy, while invasion into densely structured randomly organized
in
vivo tissues with regard to biophysical properties including varying density and
complex geometry. The spheroid invasion assay mimics cleft-like low-density

can be applied, and further developed, to dissect the impact of complex tissue
heterogeneities in vivo on cancer cell invasion, thereby supporting and reducing
animal experiments.
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pericellular proteolysis controls the transition from individual to collective cancer cell
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determines optimal cancer cell migration strategy and modulates response to

B. Ladoux, Cell response to substrate rigidity is regulated by active and passive

type I matrix metalloproteinase usurps tumor growth control imposed by the
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Supplementary Figure 1. Characterization of the collagen-collagen interface.
based analysis of collagen signal of manually cross-sectioned lattices.
Collagencollagen interface between collagen lattices of indicated concentrations. Arrowheads

Corresponding transmission signals.

.
Calculation of cleft versus random matrix

to bottom of image perpendicular to the interface (indicated in A by yellow square) aligned
along

Supplementary Figure 2. Strategies to quantify migration parameters for interface
migration.
‘Maximum distance’ of interface-guided migration.

Depiction of manual
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Supplementary Figure 3. Strategies to image and quantify non-guided migration
cell cultures were manually dissected to visualize and quantify cells that migrated into the
random collagen beyond the interface.
Cartoons depicting imaging strategy before and
cross-sectioned lattice per complete lattice, and thereby half of the spheroid, was imaged,
in addition to the limited penetration depth of the used imaging method (red dotted
rectangle in the middle cartoon depicts imaged area). Using the penetration depth, nonwere imaged. Therefore, the total number of non-guided cells was corrected with a factor

Number
Total number of cells per
correction factor.

Supplementary Figure 4. The ratio of interface-guided migration and invasion into
random collagen depends on MMP-dependent collagen degradation. Images and data
controls.

Depiction and

Arrowheads indicate strand-like migration

.
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The interstitial tumor microenvironment is composed of heterogeneously
organized collagen-rich porous networks as well as channel-like structures and
interfaces which provide both barriers and guidance for invading cells. Tumor

contractility is largely dispensable for migration in capillary-like regular-shaped
and non-deformable microtracks. To investigate whether this dichotomy of
actomyosin contractility dependence also applies to tumor cell invasion into
physiological, deformable collagen environments, we developed a collagen-based

and pulling on collagen walls when tracks were wide, or nuclear elongation,
outward pushing and collagen deformation in narrow tracks, resulting in track
widths which were optimized to single cell diameter. Deregulating actomyosin

abolished cell-mediated track deformation in wide tracks, and enhanced cellular
and nuclear elongation in narrow tracks. The data suggest a mechanism in which
cells engage actomyosin contraction to adapt nuclear morphology and to push
locomotion.

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels

Introduction
Tumor progression is accompanied by the spread of tumor cells to adjacent
and distant tissues through invasion and metastasis and consequently, reduced

3
In vivo
m
and molecular requirements on invading cells remains unclear.
Cell invasion into complex substrates is conceptualized as a four-step process,

attachment to substrate by integrins for transient anchorage and generation of

signaling regulates cell body contraction, actin depolymerization and adhesion
strength, thereby determining traction force and retraction of the cell rear
speed in vitro
Actomyosin contractility function may depend on the topology and the degree
in vitro

Chapter 3

the Rho-dependent and -independent migration mechanisms were so far tested

-independent migration remains unclear.

a collagen lattice and probed the necessity of actomyosin contractility for cell

mechanoreciprocity by pulling and pushing by moving cells. Upon pharmacological

The data suggest that in pliable environments, actomyosin contractility is required
for force generation to deform and hereby accommodate track diameter to
cellular and nuclear shape to enable high-speed invasive migration.

Material and methods
Reagents and antibodies

Myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin to directly prevent myosin head association with

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels

Cell culture

3

Collagen microtrack migration assay

microtracks were imaged using forward detection of second harmonic generation

Before re-sealing the chamber, chambers were cultured in an upright position

Chapter 3

Microscopy

) and run by Micromanager

and then
sputtered with a conductive metal and imaged.

SDS-Page and Western blotting

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels

Gel contraction assay

3

a dissection microscope equipped with a camera.

Cell survival assay

l of

control samples.

Proliferation assay
Cells were cultured and treated with indicated inhibitor concentrations in triplicates

Image analysis

for contrast and brightness, and displayed in virtual colors. Areas of contracted
gels were measured manually using the polygon selection, and track width

Chapter 3

white), processed using watershed function and the number of nuclei counted in
in an automated fashion, with mal-segmented nuclei being excluded manually. To
determine cell length over time, cells were tracked on three points, leading edge,

using manual computer-assisted cell tracking from time-lapse sequences (Autozell
software, Centre for Computing and Communication Technologies (TZI), University

Statistics

Results
Generation of collagen-ablated microtracks
To investigate tumor cell invasion into linear channel-like structures of very low,
intermediate and high width relative to the cell size, we adapted a pre-existing
standardized conditions for multiplexed imaging of cell migration. Linear tracks
ablation with an opening to the upper collagen interface towards the cell culture
range of pre-existing tissue track widths observed in vivo

These barrier-free tracks of various cross-sections in the same collagen lattice were
used for multiplexed side-by-side analyses of cancer cell invasion.

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels
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microtracks of varying cross-sections were laser-ablated. Top right, entrances of three
microtracks (arrowheads) into collagen imaged by scanning electron microscopy.
of used microscope settings during laser ablation and indicated output parameters measured
Microtracks (arrowheads)
harmonic generation-derived signal with loss of signal indicating ablated regions. Drifting of the
sample during laser ablation sometimes resulted in slightly drifted ablated areas (asterisks).
.

To study tumor cell migration within microtracks, we positioned the collagen

Chapter 3

architecture, all analyses were performed in the presence of -broad-spectrum

occurred mostly in multicellular clusters while the narrow tracks facilitated single

Migrating cells not only sense, integrate and adapt to signals from the environment,
but reciprocally respond to, and thereby change, the properties of invaded
the track boundary by migrating cells was observed. Single cells and, to greater

cells migrating in narrow tracks pushed track boundaries outward and hereby

widening was partially irreversible, with residual widening persisting after cells
migrating in wide tracks was smaller than the track diameter while the diameter of
In wide tracks recorded by live-cell microscopy, deformation of the track boundary
narrowed to diameters similar to the cell body size, such that the cell adhered
to multiple channel walls. Like outward deformation, inward deformation was
partially irreversible with decreased diameters of wide tracks after cell passage
migrating cells in matrix adjacent to wide tracks, implying increased collagen
density and thus reorganization by cell pulling on the substrate during migration

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels
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All cells
migrated within collagen-ablated tracks with a general migration direction from left to right.
Images of cells with nuclear and cytoplasmic labels within a wide track (arrowheads) at

Single cells (asterisks) and cell
clusters (hash signs) migrating in tracks of indicated widths. Images represent maximum
Arrowheads, visualization of track boundaries before (cyan), during (yellow) and after
Track widths in tracks of indicated
diameters were measured before or after cell passage as well as cell widths of migrating

the walls (cyan arrowhead).

Chapter 3

changes in collagen density were however not clearly detected in narrow tracks,

mediated by actomyosin contractility
The modulation of track diameter implies the involvement of actomyosin
actomyosin contractility is required for migration and track deformation, we
applied pharmacological interference of actomyosin-mediated contraction using
and blebbistatin, which interferes with myosin II activity directly. To verify

gradually decreased pMLC concentration

of the Rho pathway in response to myosin-II inhibition which, however, does not

of actomyosin contraction for functional migration experiments.

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels

compared to the control condition, but cells migrated yet in all track sizes,

characterized by long cellular protrusions, but migrated using similar migration
modes as non-treated cells, a combination of single-cell and strand-like and
and without alteration of migration mode, comparably in both narrow and wide
tracks upon inhibition of actomyosin contractility.

the diameter of migrating cells was smaller than the diameter of wide tracks and

of the collagen interface was lost upon interference with actomyosin contractility
compared to control conditions. Thus, actomyosin contractility is required to
deform the collagen interface and both persistent track widening and narrowing
were diminished after inhibition of actomyosin contractility.

conditions

the reduced migration speed in both conditions. In wide tracks, reduced speed

nuclear morphology, and nuclear position during migration in both narrow and

3
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Dose-dependent inhibition of collagen gel contraction after
Remaining collagen area (dotted circle) was normalized to the area of control gels without
Representative image series depicting cell migration through microtracks of indicated diameter
Mean single cell migration speed at indicated
Migrating cells in tracks of indicated diameter in

between arrowheads along the track length.
Track widths in tracks of indicated diameters
were measured before or after cell passage as well as cell widths of single cells or collective

standard deviation

Instead, multiple cellular and nuclear morphological changes were observed upon

a subpopulation of these cells in narrow tracks had a tendency to drag the nucleus

maintain cellular and nuclear morphology.

Discussion

contractility. The data suggest two levels of actomyosin dependency and migration
contractility which mediates cell and tissue deformation to achieve space
accommodation and (ii) slow migration independent of actomyosin contractility
with low level of reciprocal cell and tissue deformation.

3

Schematics depicting cellular and nuclear parameters analyzed.
nuclear position over time calculated as percentage of cell length over time. The higher
the percentage, the further the cell nucleus is positioned at the cell rear, thus away from
the leading edge. Dotted box indicates cells in which the nucleus located at cell rear. Data
Image
nuclei indicate tracks, arrowheads indicate strongly deformed nuclei.

mm in

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels

porous spaces with a pore sizes smaller than maximally deformed nuclei causing

3
contribute to largely unimpeded gliding and higher migration speed in narrow

increasing available space, by either substrate degradation or exerting pushing

diameter, cells physically widened the narrow tracks with initial cross-sections of
. A similar extent of widening of pre-existing
tissue tracks is also observed in vivo, where tumor cells widened narrow pre-

separate mechanisms of space negotiation in discontinuous environments, we

until the path size matches the cell dimension. The interconnected cellular and

Actomyosin contractility-dependent space negotiation

Chapter 3

tracks depends upon actomyosin contractility, whereas actomyosin-independent
residual migration occurs at moderate speed. Using pharmacological interference,
is decreased upon interference with actomyosin contractility as the encagement
of the nucleus by the actomyosin network and tension-mediated regulation of

of the cells migrating in the narrow tracks. Thirdly, the observed track widening of
narrow tracks was reduced due to a reduction of lateral forces applied upon the
decrease in nuclear minor diameter and rear-orientation of the nucleus upon
interference with actomyosin contractility. Thus, although actomyosin contractility

migration in tracks smaller than the cell’s diameter and tracks with a diameter
when the extracellular space matches the cellular diameter, allowing for enough
tracks in our assay had widths exceeding cellular diameters and thus limited cellular
migrating cells pulled on the substrate to decrease track diameter and hereby create
additional adhesion areas in an actomyosin contractility dependent manner. Thus,
substrate deformability is required to identify actomyosin contractility-dependent

Contractility and cell-tissue mechanics during invasion through channels

Outlook
In summary, we showed that migrating cancer cells morphologically adapt to
physical properties of their micro-environment, such, as shown here, geometry,
but reciprocally also change properties, i.e., space, of the invaded environment.

balance between available space and substrate for optimized migration in an
actomyosin contractility dependent manner. Thus, the choice of experimental
substrate should integrate topologies and space availability present in tissues,
in vivo

organization. Lastly, the relevance of the speed delay induced by actomyosin
contractility inhibition in the context of cancer invasion and metastasis requires
further studies in the living organism in vivo.
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SECTION II
Muscle tissue invasion

Chapter 4

Tumor invasion along structural interphases of surrounding tumor-free tissue
represents a key process during tumor progression. Much attention has been
devoted to mechanisms of tumor cell migration within extracellular matrix
invasion into tissue of higher structural complexity, such as muscle tissue, is
lacking. Muscle invasion in cancer patients is often associated with destructive
mechanical cues of smooth and skeletal muscle tissues and their relevance for

along interfaces between dynamic muscle cells, which provide molecular and
physical cues that guide migrating cancer cells, forming a possible contribution to
cancer progression.

Cancer invasion into musculature

Introduction
Invasion of cancer cells into surrounding structures, such as interstitial collagenrich connective tissue or cell-rich muscular or fat tissue, is a key step in cancer
mechanochemical program of cell locomotion. It includes actin polymerization
substrate, actomyosin contraction and cell shortening by retraction of the cell

4
as cells can vary the strength of cell-cell adhesion and actomyosin contractility
in response to determinants of the environment. Molecular and physical tissue
determining the engagement of selected adhesion receptors, adhesion strength

the dimension, structural heterogeneity and alignment of the substrate providing

migration strategy and speed accordingly. As an example, after downregulating
cell-cell junctions, cells may detach from the cell collective and migrate as single

into proximate muscle layers is a common and prognostically negative progression

vessels and nerves which jointly provide molecular and physical cues that guide
invasion and, likely, reprogram invading cells.

Chapter 4

of smooth and skeletal muscle tissue and translate their relevance to the
appearance of cancer invasion patterns in histopathological patient samples

tissue invasion and discuss possible tumor cell responses contributing to disease
progression. Together, the topologically complex musculature may guide the
migration of invading malignant cells, support survival signaling by multiligand
geometry representing, overall, a cancer progression promoting environment.

tissue
Muscle tissue is present in most body regions, where its main function is to
provide mechanical stability and generate force by means of muscle contraction.
Smooth and occasionally skeletal muscle tissues often interface with epithelia
along body surfaces such as the gut, bladder or breast duct. As such, smooth
muscle layers, together with connective tissue, form the anatomical layers
submucosa, mucosa and serosa surrounding hollow organs or organ systems.
The basic units of smooth muscle tissue are smooth muscle cells, spindle-shaped

These muscle cells, also called myocytes, are covered by a basement membrane

contraction. The endomysium is also important for the maintenance of the tissue
as it accommodates blood vessels and neurons, both covered by basement
membranes. Skeletal muscles contain tube-like multinucleated skeletal muscle

nanometer-range bulging ridge-groove-like ultrastructures in the cell membrane
caused by the various bands in the sarcomeres, are surrounded by a basement
In addition, skeletal muscle cells are arranged into higher-order fascicles which

Cancer invasion into musculature

as bones, the three mysia are mechanically interconnected with one another near
times the length of a polarized, potentially neoplastic, epithelial or mesenchymal
long linear surfaces to migrating cells. Together, smooth and striated muscle

4
The molecular composition of endo-, peri- and epimysial sheets is consistent

general, the outer epimysium is of denser structure, while the inner peri- and
endomysia are composed of loose collagen networks providing a relatively low
barrier for migrating cells, while the basement membranes provide ample ligands
for cell adhesion. This high-order organization underlies slow, homeostatic tissue

Smooth and striated muscles are highly ordered, anisotropic tissues with interstitial
structures. Smooth muscle cells are organized in a staggered manner, creating

including blood vessels and axons which align in parallel to muscle structures.
linear curved surfaces, which, because of the vicinity of these structures to each

carnosus muscle, a striated muscle within the deep dermis of many vertebrates

Smooth muscle tissue
abasement membrane (blue) and embedded in collagen-rich endomysium that contains
lymph vessels (not shown), blood vessels and axons.
Skeletal muscle comprising three
endomysium.
and
Topology of skeletal muscle
in the mouse represented as longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) view with asterisks
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anatomic position, fascicle length and the degree of synchronization of motor unit
range of seconds to minutes in smooth muscle tissue or as fast irregular voluntary
twitches within milliseconds to seconds in skeletal muscle.
In summary, muscle tissue comprises a hierarchically structured, mobile interstitium
formed by linear interfaces with complex topological arrangements of moderate to
understanding of these permissive anatomical structures that potentially provide
molecular and physical guidance to moving tumor cells, as tumor cell invasion into
muscle tissue often has a negative impact on patient prognosis.

Cancer invasion into muscle tissue
In vivo, mysial interphases in smooth and skeletal muscle tissue guide, but also
of muscle invasion in patient histology represents an independent prognostic

Smooth muscle invasion
Smooth muscle invasion originates from both epithelial tumors after tumor cells
have crossed a basement membrane or mesenchymal tumors that originate from

the collagen-rich interstitium without passing a basement membrane. Tumor
invasion, i.e. from bladder, stomach or uterus, occurs as a multi-step process as

migrate either along dense outer layers of smooth muscle tissue connecting to loose

tissue in a chain-like fashion, indicative of either jammed or collective migration

Cancer invasion into musculature

Figure 2. Overview, histopathology and impact of smooth muscle neoplastic invasion.
connective tissue and smooth muscle layers (muscularis mucosa and muscularis propria)
when invaded by tumors (purple) at their onset
and deep muscle
invasion
and when ultimately reaching connective and fatty tissue of nearby organs
.

Bladder cancer cell invasion (purple) in chain-like fashion into surrounding smooth muscle
tissue (black arrowheads and inset) or along connective tissue (blue arrowheads). Image
Colorectal cancer bud formation
also see insets) of the smooth muscle layer of the colon.

Muscle destruction in the anus
Deep cancer

structures for migrating tumor cells (in the direction of the arrow) include endomysium
and basement membranes of muscle cells, axons and capillaries as well as the lumen of

cells migrate in a bud-like fashion, linearly oriented along and between smooth muscle

musculature by endometrial, bladder, as well as gastric cancer associates with reduced

reduced patient survival.

Skeletal muscle invasion
mesenchymal origin invade skeletal muscle, whereas cardiac muscle is rarely
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endo- and perimysium between and along muscle cells and fascicles in striated

longitudinal or perpendicular direction in tight interaction with single skeletal

adhesive tumor cell protrusions and muscle cell sarcolemma can be observed
orientation and presumably direct interaction of moving cells with guidance
structure forming basement membranes. Interestingly, besides interstitial
migration along the mysial layers of muscle cells, casuistic reports indicate tumor

well as in isolated cases of breast and lung carcinoma, leukemia, meningioma

traumatized areas of the sarcolemma, or been actively phagocytosed by or fused
with muscle cells, followed by a combination of tumor movement and proliferation

Neoplastic invasion of skeletal muscle is, like smooth muscle invasion, associated
with worsened cancer prognosis. In one example only, breast cancer invasion of
the pectoralis major, the muscle nearest to the breast, had no prognostic value for
extrinsic skeletal muscle of the tongue, as compared to SCC invasion not involving
extrinsic muscle, was associated with approximately two-fold increased local
recurrence and risk of distant metastases and approximately two-fold lower disease

Cancer invasion into musculature

when the provided evidence does not directly link muscle invasion to metastatic
surgical challenge and compromises quality of life after radical resection. Together,
the topological cancer invasion patterns into smooth and skeletal muscle are strongly
indicative of guidance by molecular and physical interphases along myocytes, as
and proteolysis, such invasion zones will gradually destroy muscle tissue and cause

4
Guidance principles of cancer cell migration in
complex environments for cancer progression and
resistance

organization are not readily recapitulated by in vitro culture. Similarly, in vivo
analysis by intravital microscopy is hampered by the mobility of muscle tissue
in model organisms, rendering time-resolved observations of cell functions
challenging. Therefore, principles of tumor cell-muscle interaction have been
here review and extrapolate recent progress in live tissue microscopy in the mouse
with emerging molecular and biophysical concepts of guided cell migration and
their implications for neoplastic invasion into musculature. Central mechanisms
include adaptive adhesion systems, geometrical guidance cues and constraints,

to cancer invasion and survival in muscle-like environments.

Integrin-dependent and independent mechanisms of cell migration
adhesion ligands that can be recognized by tumor cells through adhesion
receptors. Integrins are important transmembrane adhesion receptors that

Integrin-mediated signaling protects cells from programmed cell death caused

receptors on invading tumor cells, such as

Cancer invasion into musculature

neoplasias.

and experimental animal
Thyroid cancer cell migration (purple) along the endomysium (white

Collective and single muscle invasion of thyroid cancer cells (arrowheads)
guided by intact muscle cells (asterisks). See inset for an example of single cell migration
muscle cells in animal models.
existing architecture of the panniculus carnosus muscle (asterisks). Note highly deformed
as cellular streams (arrowheads) between muscle cells in a transgenic spontaneous breast

by neoplastic cells.
Apparent replacement of abdominal muscle cells by malignant glands
from colorectal cancer (arrowheads), in the direct vicinity to dystrophic muscle cells (white

, peri- and epimysium and basement membranes sheathing skeletal muscle cells, axons
and capillaries (arrowheads), as well as inside muscle cells (asterisk). Colored structures

zone for zoom in

and three vertical lines for xz projections in

.

A single strand with

cropped z-sections with indicated distances between each other.
migrating breast cancer cell strand (green) being progressively guided by individual muscle
.

,a
systems in muscle guided migration could include syndecan binding to
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channels. These mechanisms include microtubule dynamics, friction generated

under such channel-like conditions, rather than adhesion-mediated pulling on the

able to locomote between myocytes by friction-based motility. In addition, inhibitors

taxol-based chemotherapy, and whether adhesive or friction-based migration

like channels, are present in all basic tissues throughout the body. Migrating
cells sense and interpret these principal geometries and tend to follow tissue
topologies by mechanical alignment or adhesive contact, termed contact guidance

topographies (such as present between muscle cells) are below the cross-section

present strong topographical cues to migrating cells.

Cancer invasion into musculature

of the nucleus by deforming it past critical limits. Cell compression by extracellular

in vitro as well as
in mouse dermis causes strong nuclear deformation and defects in nuclear
repair and repeated mechanical perturbation of the nucleus even induces genetic
aberrations as the number of large genomic changes and mutations in cancers

deformation, the consequences for mechanical integrity of cancer cells and their

Cancer cell mechanosensing of muscle-like mechanical
properties
in
vitro

due to adhesion strengthening and immobilization, whereas low substrate
biphasic relationship between substrate rigidity and migration speed is readjusted
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including the relocalization of nuclear co-activators from the cytoplasm to the

substrate occurs through stretched and opened nuclear pores in adhering cells

activity in tumor cells is correlated with tumor progression and poor prognosis
of various cancer types, including rhabdomyosarcoma and, in part, associated
with resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy or targeted therapies such as
Resistance to therapy is conferred by multiple molecular mechanisms including
suppression of apoptosis, as well as altered DNA damage response followed by

resistance to therapy.

tumor cells that invade into highly dynamic and repeatedly contracting muscle
tissue are unavoidably confronted with altering mechanical stresses. Muscle

invasiveness reinforced by muscle contraction cycles can be inferred based on
contraction cycles are reduced upon gradual muscle destruction during cancer

Cancer invasion into musculature

they are expected to depend on the type muscle invaded, cancer type and tumor
like environments suggest that muscle tissues provide molecular and mechanical
to worsened neoplastic behaviors including growth, survival, migration, muscle
destruction, and therapeutic resistance.

Conclusions
The above discussed considerations show that muscle invasion by cancer cells
are provided by the unique microanatomy of smooth and striated muscle tissue.

mechanosensing and tumor cell reprogramming. Consequently, initial invasion
takes place that may proceed non-destructively along basement membranes and
vascular structures, followed over time, likely weeks to months, by destructive

and ligand availability of the invaded subcompartment. Consequently, tumor cells
constitutively undergoing mechanical challenge through muscular contractions
may become more resistant to therapies due to the induction of mechanosensitive
the mechano-challenging musculature may select for mechanoresistant cells, which

on cell responses have mostly been tested on healthy cells and the relevance on
invasive and metastatic tumor cells still remains largely illusive. Therefore, key

supports the capacity of tumor cells to metastasize or develop therapy resistance
and how mechanical processes are involved therein.
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To characterize the cellular, molecular and mechanical mechanisms of tumor
in vitro and in vivo models need to be developed
in vitro assays, such as multi-component live-cell culture

nanodevices resemble ligand availability similar in muscle tissue, muscle-like

the clinical relevance, particularly non-vascular smooth muscle culture, i.e. from
induced mechanisms of tumor cell reprogramming and worsened prognosis.
elongation and migration capacity, remain to be correlated to and validated in
tumor cells moving in muscle tissue in vivo. Strategies for intravital imaging of the
skeletal dermal panniculus carnosus and smooth muscle layers of the bladder in
imaging strategies may be applicable for probing tumors invading major skeletal
muscle groups such as the abdominal muscle. As a complimentary approach,
mathematical modeling could decipher reciprocal processes between cancer cells,
characteristics enabling migration. In combination, engineered and cell-based in
vitro models, intravital microscopy and in silico modeling will allow to delineate the
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PHYSICAL GUIDANCE BY MUSCLELIKE TOPOGRAPHY FACILITATES
TUMOR CELL INVASION IN THE
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MEDIATED ADHESION
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Chapter 5

During cancer cell migration and invasion, cells are confronted with heterogeneous
tissue types that vary in biochemical composition and biophysical determinants
primary tumor into proximate muscle layers is common and is often associated
contractility and integrin-mediated substrate adhesion has been studied in
in vitro, the role of both
molecular machineries in more complex in vivo-like guiding microenvironments,
in vitro

of striated muscle tissue and provided surfaces consisting of linear and branched
spheroid occurred either along or between myotubes or, after directional switch,
independent of myotube structures. Myotubes that organized radially from the
tumor spheroid served as the main migration route (‘guiding compartment’), while
myotubes were organized tangentially to the spheroid, disorganized structures
inhibition of actomyosin contractility and
the myotube compartment and non-guided migration were strongly decreased,
while guided migration along myotubes was mostly maintained. Together, cancer
invasion along myotubes occurs partly independent of mechanotransduction,
whereas transitions into or out of the myotube compartment depend on
actomyosin contractility and integrin function.

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion

Introduction
Cell migration through tissues plays an important role in physiological processes
including immune surveillance and wound healing and can be ‘mis-used’
in pathological processes such as invasive cancer dissemination, leading to
metastasis. During invasion of neighboring tissues, cancer cells must cope with

geometrical determinants such as spaces between structural tissue components
or surface topographies within and at the interface to other tissues. Three-

into pre-existing tissue, invading cells sense these geometrical cues and adapt

function as haptokinetic cues that physically guide migration and hereby lead
mechanical properties, tissues can either present barriers, or guiding cues that
can maintain cell migration when presented as parallelly oriented interfaces or

attention so far.

by abundantly present basement membrane that presents numerous potential
adhesion substrates for migrating cells. Indeed, mouse models and cancer patient

muscle tissues provide guidance for migrating cells and might potentially support
cell migration.
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steps include actin-mediated cell protrusion, attachment to substrate by integrins,
actomyosin-mediated contraction of the cell body and forward motion of the

of the substrate to the cell and hereby generation of force necessary for migration
associated with increased metastasis and poor prognosis for melanoma and breast
Interference with actomyosin contraction and integrin function blocks migration of

contractility- or adhesion-independent migration. Under these conditions,
mesenchymal cells are able to switch to other mechanisms for migration, such
as mechanisms mediated by microtubule dynamics, friction on the membrane or
actomyosin contractility migrate and navigate in complex environments present
in for example muscle tissue remains unclear.
To study tumor cell invasion into muscle tissue, we here developed an assay
that captured the main physical and biochemical properties of striated muscle
utilized this assay to probe the role of actomyosin contractility and
mediated adhesion in mesenchymal tumor cell invasion along complex muscle-

guidance. Upon inhibition of contractility or
this navigation, including the migration over and through random non-guiding
myotube and matrix structures is mostly abolished, whereas migration along
the myotubes is mostly maintained. Together, this indicates that topographically
guiding myotube structures support migration of cells with low integrin-mediated
adhesion and actomyosin contractility.

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion

Material and methods
Reagents and antibodies

anti-human

5
Cell culture

sodium pyruvate.

3D Tumor-spheroid myotube co-culture
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spheroids in tumor cell medium were added to a collagen mixture consisting

were supplemented to both collagen lattices and the medium. Medium was

Muscle tissue was obtained as excess skin from surgery required for another

Tumor xenograft

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion
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solution. Subsequently, samples were dehydrated by incubation with increased

Microscopy

) and run by
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Data analysis

for contrast and brightness, and displayed in virtual colors. Migration speed
cell tracking on time-lapse sequences (Autozell software, Centre for Computing

of migrated cells, invasion distance and cell density, the core of each spheroid was
and the nuclear signal of the migrated cells was segmented. Counting of nuclei
and calculation of the distance from the position of each nucleus to the rim of

Statistics

software, which was also used for data visualization.

Results
Striated muscle tissue as an invasion substrate for tumor cells
in
vivo, using panniculus carnosus muscle tissue present in many animals, including
mice. Although mostly vestigial in humans, panniculus carnosus tissue serves as
a good example of striated muscle. It has previously been subjected to human
xenograft tumor invasion studies, in which the invasion histologically resembles

oriented in a parallel fashion along their length axis, forming relatively smooth and
consisted of a sub-micrometer thin continuous layer of laminin, one of the main
components of basement membrane, indicating the presence of a thin, but dense
muscle cells, but due to the mobile nature of muscle tissue, the individual basement

dermis migrated along laminin-rich interfaces without any sign of initial tissue

membrane that could be populated by invading tumor cells.

Figure 1. Microanatomy of mouse muscle tissue ex vivo and invasion of melanoma
cells along laminin-rich tracks. Mouse dorsal skin tissues before
and after invasion
by melanoma cells
or longitudinally
sectioned
through muscle tissue, and stained as indicated.
Morphology of all layers of mouse
dorsal skin tissue including the panniculus carnosus muscle tissue (square).
Cellular
structure of panniculus carnosus muscle with individual muscle cells surrounded by laminin
(arrowheads).

Characterization and validation of a myotube assay
To establish an in vitro tumor invasion assay that mimics biophysical and
biochemical properties of skeletal muscle, we utilized the immortalized mouse
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mononuclear myoblasts gradually fused into linear multinucleated myotubes with

in vivo
crowding agent carrageenan, known to promote basement membrane deposition,
of linear multi-nucleated tube-like structure oriented in a mostly parallel fashion

array of myotubes and myoblasts formed a particular surface topography that
contained linear, occasionally branching, grooves forming potential guidance cues

surface topography covered with a thin, but patchy layer of basement membrane(associated) components, and regular contractions, mimicking key physical and
biochemical properties of live striated muscle.

Myotube assay facilitates tumor cell patterning and migration

5

in vitro.
multinucleated myotubes.
asterisks depict contracted myotubes
myotube
.
Deposition of various indicated extracellular matrix components after
with surface topography cross-section
showing relief

along the myotube structure in a heterogeneous pattern of either small cell
numbers and migrated distance, or of large cell numbers and migrated distance

Figure 3.
control assay.
Schematics depicting the timeline of myotube invasion model.
Cell
emigration from a spheroid in the myotube-invasion assay
or between culture plastic

, migration speed
represents either a spheroid

, maximum migration distance
and cell density distribution over distance
or a cell

the presence of the myotubes, as emigration from a spheroid over collagencoated plastic resulted in homogeneous patterns of equal distance from the
from the spheroid core in the myotube assay compared to the control assay, the

in invasion distance. A very heterogenous speed distribution consisting of both
slow and fast-moving cells was observed in the myotube assay compared to an

from the original tumor spheroid mass with increased distance in the myotube

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion

Myotube orientation and topography determines tumor cell
patterning
To dissect the tumor cell patterning in the myotube invasion assay, we studied it

migration’, resulting in increased cell densities and migration distances in these

‘non-guided migration’, dispersion was decreased, with very few cells disseminating
parallel myotube orientation in regard to the tumor mass guided migration and
regions precluded tumor-cell entry, similar to in vivo observations.
To distinguish between and quantify guided and non-guided migration, we
captured the orientation of tumor cells with respect to the myotube orientation in
angle between the two length axes of a migrating cell and the nearest myotube

orientation along the direction of the length axis of the myotubes, which we
cells were not oriented near-parallel to the nearest myotube, with very few cells
oriented perpendicular to the nearest myotube structure, characterizing nonclosely in time-lapse movies and hereby determined the time a tumor cell spent
either migrating along the myotube structure or randomly to quantify guided or

the cells employed preferentially guided migration, with intermittent phases of
of the cells achieved alternating guided and non-guided migration (category III)

5

migration, while cells that exhibited most non-guided migration (category III)

compartment a few micrometers above the myotube layer and thus migrated just

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion

together with patterns of large migration distance. Dotted lines indicate myotubes oriented
in parallel to the spheroid rim, coinciding with areas with small numbers and distance of
migrated cells (asterisks).
Number of cells is displayed on the radial
axis

from
.
Time series
and confocal stack at the end of time series
visualizing
tumor cell migration over myotubes. Myotube orientation indicated by dotted lines. Arrows
indicate migration direction of guided (green) and non-guided (red) cells. Remaining cells
migrated in the direction of the myotubes.
Arrowheads indicate presence of guided
(green) and non-guided (red) cells indicated by the arrows and migration tracks in
.
or line

represents a cell.

Role of actomyosin contractility and integrin-mediated adhesion
on tumor migration in the myotube assay
by cell guidance in a muscle-like environment. As outlined in the introduction,
therefore investigated whether the need of actomyosin contractility and integrin-

collagen gel, as well as

actomyosin contractility, and
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myotubes (arrows).
migration speed
and
or cell

.

Cell emigration in
, or integrin-blocking

, maximum migration distance
and cell density distribution over distance

,

invasion pattern with more pronounced string-like migration compared to control

5
included both guided and non-guided migration, was reduced upon interference

adhesion cells delayed the emigration of cells from the spheroid into the myotube

networks.

Myotube guidance facilitates contraction- and adhesion-depleted
compromised tumor migration
To investigate the role of guidance during residual contraction- or adhesion-

the guiding compartment and the non-guiding compartment appeared more

Chapter 5

III) compared to mechanocoupling competent control cells. Likewise, the number
of cells that displayed only guided migration along the myotube structure (category

occurred in the guiding compartment, and the higher tendency to migrate along

the control conditions as compared to the contractility-inhibited or adhesionand actomyosin contractility enabled the transition between tissue compartments
in migrating cells.

Discussion
in vitro
mimics muscle tissue to probe the invasion of cancer cells. In a co-culture established
with tumor spheroids on top of the myotube layer of complex pattern and under

compartment with myotubes oriented radially to the tumor spheroid allowing

abolished upon blockage of actomyosin contractility and
adhesion, the guiding compartment keeps facilitating cell invasion. Together, our
data, even within the limitations of the model discussed below, indicate that tumor
cell-extrinsic determinants, such as a microenvironmental muscle-like guidance,
can facilitate cancer cell invasion even when cell-intrinsic determinants mediating
mechanocoupling are disabled.

5

and
.

,

Quality and limitations of the generated myotube model
in vitro
myotubes, each lined with a basement membrane conform the key biochemical
linear myotubes of rounded or polygonal cross-section leave low-density space in

that were utilized as main invasion routes by cancer cells. Second, basement
membrane is abundantly present in muscle tissue and its components allow cancer

a dense basement membrane that completely covered the cells in the myotube
invasion assay like in in vivo muscle tissue. A patchy deposition of basement

Chapter 5

the basement membrane is indeed mostly assembled by components secreted by

from muscle tissue might have induced more basement membrane deposition,
but these were not available. In addition, the supplementation of medium with
carrageenan to induce macromolecular crowding and hence deposition of secreted
Interestingly, the addition of ascorbic acid, which has been shown to increase
deposition, most probably caused by an increased secretion of the components,
the basement membrane-like structure in the myotube culture. The heterogeneous
nature resulted in a lower availability of adhesion substrates for migrating cells which
might theoretically have resulted in a slightly lower guiding capacity of the myotube

the patchy structure was limited. Taken together, the myotube invasion assay was
patchy, basement membrane, and was covered by collagen, all present in muscle
tissue in vivo.

Dissecting model complexity
membrane proteins, as well as relatively complex surface topographies, with
both components being able to impact migration behavior. More reductionist
approaches that are able to dissect single components from complex environments

biochemical components next to tissue geometry, can more easily dissect the

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion

impact of each component in these assays. Thus, the use of such a reductionist
assay in combination with our complex myotube invasion assay could help to
study the impact of guided and non-guided migration in muscle tissue. Together,
such an approach will provide the best insight into the complex process of musclederived geometrical guidance on tumor cell movement.

The impact of guidance during migration compromised in
mechanocoupling
Actomyosin contractility and adhesion to the substrate are generally seen as
dispensable in guided, but less in non-guided migration, indicating a migrationfacilitating role by the biophysical properties of cell migration along guiding
along guiding interfaces in literature, it abolishes migration in discontinuous
interfaces imposed on cells by barrier-free channels, clefts, and pre-aligned
matrices has been shown to enable migration independent of contractility and
in vitro
contrast, actomyosin contractility and integrin-mediated adhesion are required

to its role in matrix reorganization and hereby the creation of linear guidance

along the length axis of the myotubes, and this path served for fast tumor cell
migration. In contrast, transition into and migration within the adjacent randomly

is required to investigate the role of integrins and actomyosin contractility during
the transition between tissue compartments, simulated by the entry and exit into
the myotube compartment in our assay.
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In summary, it was demonstrated here that cancer invasion can be facilitated
by the biophysical properties of muscle tissues when actomyosin contractility or
compensate for the loss of adhesion and contractility, which makes cancer cell
invasion into tissues with these properties, such as muscle tissue, harder to block.
This may pose questions on anti-cancer therapies that target processes connected
to contractility and adhesion. Therefore, the minimum requirements for cancer
cell migration should be studied in assays with complex structures recapitulating
strategies to target cancer cell invasion along and into the guiding compartments,
especially the abundant muscle tissues, reveals a potential and challenging new
line of future research.

Physical guidance by muscle-like topography facilitates tumor cell invasion
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microenvironment regulates cell migration through spatiotemporal dynamics of
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in vitro. Deposition of various indicated extracellular matrix components
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In this thesis, three novel in vitro assays all containing complex in-vivo-inspired
tissue geometries were developed and characterized. These models were then
used to study how the interplay of guidance cues with mesenchymal cell migration
proteolysis and actomyosin contractility impact tumor motility, plasticity and
patterning. The results presented demonstrate that in all investigated guiding
tissue structures cancer cells can undergo remarkable migratory plasticity after
blockage of proteolysis, contraction and adhesion. In this discussion chapter,
the here developed models are put in perspective to other migration models
and the complexity of the reciprocal interplay between cell migration behavior
and biophysical tissue properties is discussed. Lastly, clinical implications for the

Models for tissue-guided tumor cell migration
in vivo tissues are structured such that loose and densely
structured regions form and line manifold geometries including clefts and tunnels

these spaces provide migration-promoting properties such as an abundance

spreading of colon cancer to the mesentery in patients is hypothesized to be
consisting of linear and cleft-like geometries also present invasion-enabling tissue
structures. As an example, bladder and colorectal cancer dispersion is guided
by the linear organization of the smooth muscle layers (Chapter 4). Thus, based
on morphological evidence from human histopathologies, preferential routes of
comprehensive understanding of tumor invasion into or along the guiding tracks
in tissues in vivo is yet lacking.
To investigate tissue-based determinants for guided cancer invasion in complex
environments, assays should recapitulate molecular, geometric and physical
properties of in vivo tissues in an in vitro setting. To date, most existing in vitro assays

General discussion

mechanisms of tumor cell migration in in vitro or ex vivo models that displayed

geometries widely present in connective and muscle tissue structures contribute
to cancer spreading in the human body requires examination in appropriate
such as present in living tissues, but, if designed thoroughly, will reproduce a
particular aspect well. Adding a guidance component to existing models considers

focus on linear guiding structure as their common determinant.
Up to now, recent technological advances in the last one or two decades have
resulted in the development and common implementation of a range of
in
vitro representation of linear geometries are microetched thin one dimensional

devices or poly lactic acid chips exist of which the dimensions and shapes of

been developed and applied, although with low reproducibility, through-put or
imaging windows developed by various research groups is used to visualize cellular
behavior in tissues of complex, including linear, microarchitecture in live animals
in vivo imaging requires advanced microscopic technologies,
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such as multiphoton microscopy, for deep penetration into and high resolution of
relevant tissues in mammals and the use of experimental animals.
In this thesis, three assays that contained guiding cues were developed and
applied to quantify tumor migration and determine invasion patterning in various
Chapter 2) or collagen-free tracks (Chapter 3) embedded in
Chapter 5). These models further contained
Chapters 2 and 3) or alternative adhesion
substrates (Chapter 5). The main characteristics of the developed models thus
mimic the described tracks and channels in human tissues. Because of their
technically controlled character, it was possible to dissect the role of matrix
geometry on cell plasticity with higher precision than would have been possible in
more complex in vivo assays. As a further advantage, when compared to synthetic
assays, the models contain more complex in vivo

in vivo-

in
vivo
needs to be shown as outlined in the last section of this chapter. As an alternative,
i.e. by increasing collagen density, decreasing polymerization temperature or
recommendations for further improvements are given in Chapters 2, 3 and 5.
Taken together, the here developed models close a gap between synthetic and
animal models, and hereby deliver a valuable contribution to dissect the processes
of tissue-guided cancer invasion.
As discussed in Chapter 4, muscle-based invasion assays are still scarce in contrast

geometrical guidance on tumor cell movement further. As an approach, assays

General discussion

migrating stem cells, with the purpose of improving cell population for tissue
migrating cell and do not model described spaces present in muscle tissue (Chapter
4). In addition, muscle-on-a-chip assays incorporating multiple cell types have been

migration in various in vivo-like circumstances. As another adaptation, while many
in vitro muscle cultures including the here presented myotube-based assay depend

and could be utilized to study cancer invasion into skeletal muscle into greater detail
ex vivo
tissue is damaged during the used enzymatic digestion protocol, thus depriving cells

in vitro
to in vivo
advantages and limitations. Their combined use will allow to dissect the biology of
tissue-guided cancer invasion into both interstitial and muscle tissue as well as the

ECM architecture during cell migration

Cells could evade otherwise abrogating conditions when located in a supporting
determinants abolishes migration or induces migratory plasticity strongly depends
on matrix characteristics such as density, tissue dimensionality, or substrate
orientation. In this thesis, cell determinants were therapeutically targeted with
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doses that were known to inhibit cancer cell migration in dense and randomly
Chapter 5
contractility (Chapters 3 and 5), or tissue degradation (Chapter 2) did not abolish
migration in presented environments. Unpublished data show that tumor cell
in vitro channels and along linear geometries of
the mouse dermis upon
integrin-independent fast amoeboid migration in both dendritic cells as well as in
such as in collagen-based networks or narrow microtracks is mediated by tissue
with the in vitro data, previous in vivo

that enables cell locomotion independent of proteolysis, actomyosin-mediated
contractility and integrin-mediated substrate adhesion.
Alternative cell mechanics and molecular control allowing for sustained migration

Contractility-independent migration in small channels is mediated by osmotic
leading edge and shrinkage at the rear creating the required force for forward
supports migration of cancer cells independent of either actomyosin contraction
or integrin-mediated adhesion.
Cancer cell invasion into surrounding, intrinsically structured, tissues is an adaptive

change physical tissue architecture. As an example, cells respond to increasingly

General discussion

otherwise restricting areas generating a sheet-like proteolytic interface between
like proteolytic opening of a guiding interface between two dense collagen lattices
was observed in Chapter 2, most probably in combination with the invading cell
mass pushing matrix away. In both in vitro and in vivo conditions, diameters of
clefts and tracks bordered by tissue components can be widened by invading
and pliable, combined actomyosin contraction and integrin-mediated pulling on

6
mechanocoupling in the presence or absence of protease activity can create
also observed in Chapter 3 where, in the presence of protease inhibitors, cell-

contribute to the possible compensatory cellular behavior when therapeutically
targeted.

Clinical implications
In the past, clinical trials of treatments targeting the basic molecular programs
for cellular invasion have failed to decrease cancer burden or increase prognosis.

Likewise, blockage of integrin function by humanized antibodies failed to delay

Chapter 6

it has only been tested in clinical trials and applied for non-cancerous indications

environment with its heterogeneous spacing, linear cues and possibility to be
mechanically widened has contributed to the failure of particular anti-migration
focusing on basic cell mechanisms, integrating cancer-tissue cross-talk and
discovering and validating clinical biomarkers is required to determine the most

General discussion
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SUMMARY

Chapter 7

During cancer progression, tumor cells (re-)acquire the capability to move and
disperse to other tissues of various origin and architecture. The spread of cancer
cells to distant sites causes the vast majority of all cancer deaths, therefore,
understanding how particular common tissue geometries support and rescue
cell locomotion is of great importance. Cancer cell migration and invasion into
neighboring tissues, such as collagen-rich interstitial or muscle tissue, is a dynamic
mechanochemical process. Next to cell protrusion, integrin-mediated adhesion,
myosin II-mediating contraction of the actin cytoskeleton and proteolytic cleavage
and heterogenous microenvironments. These pathways are therefore considered
as potential targets to interfere with tumor invasion and are the focus of this thesis.
or networks, availability of space and dimensionality guide migration and hereby
determine locomotion strategies of cancer cells. In this thesis, the requirements
for proteolysis, actomyosin contractility and integrin-mediated adhesion for tumor
motility and patterning were studied using innovative collagen- or muscle-based
in vitro assays that recapitulate aspects of complex tissue microanatomies.

Using collagen-based matrices of various density, the role of proteolysis on cell
the ability of proteolytic tissue remodeling cooperate and determine decisiontissue remains unclear. A collagen-based invasion assay containing a guiding
lattice was developed in Chapter 2
developed, (i) sheet-like collective migration along the interface and (ii) single
density impeded migration into the random matrix, whereas migration along a
high-density collagen interface was increased compared to the low-density matrix
assay. In silico analysis predicted that facilitated interface migration in highdensity matrix depended on physical guidance without collagen degradation,
whereas migration into randomly organized matrix was strongly dependent on

Summary

As migration along a cleft was supported even in the absence of collagenolysis, a
the primary determinants of cell patterning without matrix degradation.
Chapter 3
free, but pliable linear channels requires actomyosin contractility independent of
diameter. Using laser-ablation, a model was fabricated that consisted of dissected
microchannels in collagen of which the cross-sections, and thereby the degree

Inhibition of actomyosin contractility, when compared to controls, reduced cell
migrating cells, along with increased nuclear deformation in narrow, but not

7

Cancer spreading into neighboring muscle tissue is associated with tumor
invasion along the linearly organized structures, ultimately leading to muscledestructive tumor growth and a worsened prognosis when the deeper muscle is
is structurally complex, remains poorly understood. Therefore, Chapter 4 reviews
the biochemical, geometrical and mechanical cues of smooth and skeletal muscle
tissues and their relevance for guided cancer invasion. As integrating concept, the
spaces between contractile muscle cells. These spaces provide molecular and
physical cues that guide migrating cancer cells and might contribute to cancer
progression.
In Chapter 5, the mechanisms of invading cancer cells in the complex and
guiding microenvironment present in skeletal muscle were examined. An in
vitro myotube assay that provided surfaces consisting of linear and branched
grooves between myotubes covered with a basement membrane was developed,

Chapter 7

thereby mimicking physical and biochemical properties of skeletal muscle tissue.
pattern along, between and over myotubes. Migration occurred preferentially
along the length axis of myotubes that organized radially from the tumor spheroid
(guiding compartment), while disorganized structures, or when myotubes were
organized in parallel to the spheroid (non-guiding compartment), allowed less
invasion. Inhibition of actomyosin contractility or
strongly compromised cell migration into in the non-guiding compartment, while
migration along the guiding myotubes persisted at decreased speed. Together,
upon targeting of mesenchymal migration-related molecular steps, guidance cues
with low adhesion and actomyosin contractility requirements.

in perspective with regard to the technical and biological advances and future
Chapters 6, 7 and 8. The data
presented in this thesis provide evidence that the geometric cues present in both
interstitial and muscle tissue function as guiding compartments for invading
cancer cells, and hereby provide an escape route upon cancer invasion targeting.
environment have contributed to the failure of anti-migration therapies in clinical
trials.

Summary
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Chapter 8

DUTCH SUMMARY (SAMENVATTING)

Chapter 8

Tijdens kankerprogressie verwerven tumorcellen het vermogen om te bewegen en
verantwoordelijk is voor de overgrote meerderheid van alle sterfgevallen door
kanker, is het van groot belang om dit proces te begrijpen. Migratie en invasie
van kankercellen in aangrenzende weefsels, zoals interstitieel of spierweefsel, is
een dynamisch proces. Naast celprotrusie zijn adhesie, contractie van het actinecytoskelet en proteolytische afbraak van de extracellulaire matrix, fundamentele
moleculaire stappen voor migratie in heterogeen weefsel. Deze processen worden
daarom beschouwd als potentiële doelwitten om tumorinvasie te verstoren en
die aanwezig zijn in het binnengedrongen weefsel, inclusief geometrieën zoals
kanalen, kloven of netwerken, de voortbewegingsstrategieën van kankercellen.
In dit proefschrift worden de vereisten voor adhesie, contractiliteit en proteolyse
voor tumormotiliteit in complexe micro-omgevingen bestudeerd met behulp van
innovatieve collageen- en spier-gebaseerde in vitro modellen.
In Deel 1 van het proefschrift wordt tumorinvasie in interstitieel weefsel met
complexe geometrie en wisselende beschikbaarheid van ruimte uitgediept. In
aanwezigheid van een geleidende kloof en de mogelijkheid om collageen af te
breken op tumormotiliteit en verspreiding ontleed. Migratie langs een kloof wordt
ondersteund in de afwezigheid van proteolyse, wat geleiding als een primaire
3 bevestigt de noodzaak van contractiliteit voor snelle celmigratie in bijna
bleef zonder contractiliteit.
Invasie van kankercellen in naburig spierweefsel wordt geassocieerd met
destructieve groei en een verslechterde prognose, maar een uitgebreid begrip van
tumorinvasie in dit weefsel ontbreekt. Daarom is kankerinvasie in spierweefsel
het kernpunt van Deel 2.

bespreekt de biochemische, geometrische

en mechanische kenmerken van gladde en skeletspierweefsels en hun relevantie
voor begeleide invasie van kankercellen. In

wordt het mechanisme

van migrerende kankercellen in de complexe micro-omgeving van skeletspieren
onderzocht. De lineaire oppervlakken van in vitro spiercellen gedogen migratie
zelfs wanneer adhesie en contractie worden geremd.

Dutch summary (Samenvatting)

De in vitro gegevens die in dit proefschrift worden gepresenteerd, leveren bewijs
dat de geleidingssignalen die aanwezig zijn in zowel interstitieel als spierweefsel
binnendringende kankercellen begeleiden. Daarnaast bieden deze structuren
een ontsnappingsroute wanneer tumorinvasie farmacologisch wordt verstoord,
wat kankerbehandeling kan bemoeilijken. Ten slotte worden de belangrijkste
bevindingen in dit proefschrift besproken, in perspectief geplaatst en samengevat
in

6, 7 en 8.
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